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The Cowichan (Cw) dialect of Halkomelem shows a contrast bet-

ween subjects and objects, on one hand, and all other NP relations 

on the other, as evidenced by fairly straightforward syntactic cri-

teria discussed in sections (1) through (3) below. In marked con-

trast, the language does not abound with syntactic constructions 

which differentiate between subjects and objects, as seen in sect-

ions (2) and (3). I suggest that a dichotomy between direct (sub-

ject or object) and oblique (other) noun phrases is fundemental to 

Cw, with direct NP being appositional to the person system, where 

the subject and object roles are primary to the person system and 

are assigned to direct NP derivatively. 

1. Direct and oblique noun phrases 

Cw subjects (S) and objects (0) are pivotal in the sense of Dix-

on (1979), being the two grammatical categories which are accessible 

when conditions of coreferentiality are imposed on syntactic const-

ructions (cf, section 3). The pivotal/nonpivotal dichotomy is ref-

1ected both in the person system, where only S and 0 are marked, and 

in the NP system, where S and 0 NP are direct, having no introductory 

preposition, and all other NP are oblique, being introduced by the 

preposition //?o//. 2 

1. ni? ?arnos8arn?sos ~o qe?mi? ?o kw80 comox. 
AUX give-TRANS-me-3SUBJ ART young-woman PREP ART gum 

SUBJECT OBLIQUE 



2. 

The young woman gave me the gum. 

ni? c<:>n 
AUX I 

?amast ~d qe?mi? ?<:> kwea 
give··TRANS ART young-woman PREP ART 

OBJECT OBLIQUE 
I gave the young woman the gum. 

c~max. 
gum 

In (1), for example, the NP indicated as an oblique is introduced 

by a preposition, while the subject NP is not. The grammatical ob

ject is a verb suffix in (1), while the subject is a person marker 

(clitic) in (2) and the object is a direct NP. This functional trade-

off between direct NP and perSon markers will be discussed further 

in section ~ where I suggest that the S/O distinction in the NP sys-

tem is derivable from the person system by interpretive binding rules 

rather than being a structural distinction inherent to noun phrases. 

2. Subjects and objects 

Subject and object noun phrases are not differentiated by clear 

syntactic criteria in Ow, despite the fact that S and 0 are distinct 

in the person system. As one can surmise from the examples in the 

previous section, there are no S/O case markers. Further, either 

VSO or VOS word order is possible, although generally only one direct 

~~ occurs per clause, as discussed below. Nevertheless, the role 

of a NP normally can be derived from the syntactic context, as illus

trated by the following sentences which exemplify the functional 

trade-off between person markers (subject clitics and object verb 

suffixes) on one hand and direct NP on the other. 

3. ?i cen ce? dewat eo s~eni? 
AUX I Fur hel p -TRANS ART woman 
I wiZZ heZp the woman. 



4. ?i ce? tew80am?sos 00 sieni? 
AUX Fur help-TRANS-me-3SUBJ ART woman 

The woman will help me. 

Clearly the role of a direct NP in a transitive construction contain

ing one first or second person ~arker is derivable from the context. 

By default, the direct NP in (3) must be the object and it must be 

the subject in (4). In each case one S/O role is already filled by 

a first or second person marker, hence only the remaining role is 

available for assignment to the direct ~T. 

The role of a direct NP is usually derivable even if a transi-

tive construction contains no first or second person markers. If 

there'is orilyone direct NP (as is generally the case), it is taken 

to be the object, not the subject. 

S. ?i ce? tewotos 00 sieni? 
AUX Fur help-TRANS-3SUBJ ART woman 

He/she will help the woman. 

For transitive constructions containing only one direct NP, then, 

this NP is interpreted as the object unless the verb has a first or 

second person object marker, whereupon the NP is (by default) the 

subject. 

The remaining case, where a sentence contains two direct NP, 

is at best marginal in Ow (despite the examples sprinkled through

out this paper). The preferred interpretation may be VSO, although 

VOS is apparently possible, as indicated by the English glosses for 

the following sentences. 

6. ni? ?amostos 00 sieni? teo 
AUX give- ART woman ART 

TRANS -3SUBJ 

skwaOson? 
(name) 

?o teo comox. 
PREP ART gum 



The woman gave S. the gwn. IS. gave the woman the gwn. 

7. nP ?funGstGS t 8G skwa8s~n? 88 sH~ni ? ?8 t 8G c5mGx. 
AUX give- ART (name) ART woman PREP ART gum 

TRANS -3SUBJ 

Ditto. 

Not even word order then clearly differentiates subject and object 

NP in Cw. Further, a sentence generally contains only one direct N~, 

whose role is derivable from the syntactic setting: the person ele-

ments present in the sentence. 

I SUggest that noun phrases in Cw may be paratactic or apposi-

tive to a clause which contains person elements: object verb suff-

ixes, which are products of the lexicon, and syntactic subject clit

ics. Subject/object functional (semantic) relations could be defined 

over these person elements. The roles of noun phrases would then 

be determined by anaphoric rules which bind NP to person markers. 

These binding rules would constitute a formal description of the 

facts discussed above.3' lVhile this approach seems plausible for Cw, 

given the somewhat marginal role of NP, it is of course possible that 

a highly desirable universal syntactic theory might require that NP 

be fundamental in defining syntactic roles. Base generated syntax 

along the lines of Brame (1978) offers a model which, on the contrary, 

may be incompatible with any claim that the S/O roles of noun phrases 

are basic in Cw rather than derived. In base generated syntax, oper-

ations such as deletion and adjunction do not exist, hence Cw surface 

structures containing person markers but no noun phrases would be 

essentially the sa~e at the base level and could not receive func-

tional (semantic) interpretations if S/O roles were primary to NP, 



as no NP would be present in the base structures. 

In sununary, I suggest that Cw direct NP are appositional, rec-

eiving interpretations as a result of being bound to person elements. 

If this is so, we should not expect to find a syntactic contrast be-

tween subject and object NP per se, since these functional roles are 

primary to the person system, not to noun phrases. Beyond this, it is 

not clear at present what empirical consequences this conjecture 

might yield in a formal syntactic description. 

3. . Syntactic frames 

The salience of the direct/oblique dichotomy in Cw is support-

ed by an examination of additional s)~tactic constructions. In sec-

tion 3.1 the interplay between S/O interpretations of direct roles 

in three simple clause constructions is reminiscent of NP interpret-

ations discussed in section 2 above. Three complex constructions 

are discussed in section 3.2, which again point to the centrality 

of the direct/oblique dichotomy. On the other hand, an examination 

of predicate pronoun constructions in 3.4 suggests that a distinct 

relative clause forming strategy exists for bound objects as opposed 

to subjects. Even here, though, the facts are compatible with a 

theory of appositional noun phrases. 

3.1 Simple clauses 

The third person (human) plural verbpostc1itic //?eeiton// re-

fers to the subject if possible. 

8. 

9. 

ni? t'ilom 
AUX sing 

?eeiton et88 

PL ART 

ni? 
AUX 

kw51ostos 
shoot-T~~S-3SUBJ 

5 

s~81 ?iqJi·) .4 
children 

They sang. 

They aZZ shot him at once. 



10. ni? q'ayt<)s ?eei-tan J(w c';:>wXi1;:>m. 
AUX kill-TRANS-3SUBJ PL ART Tzuhalem 

They aU kiUed 
Tzuhalem. 

It will also refer to the passive patient, since this is the only 

direct role in a passive. 

11. ni? q'aytom ?eei-tan. They were all killed at once. 
AUX kill-TRANS-PASS 

But it receives 'an object interpretation if this is the only uncom-

mitted role. 

12. ni? can l5mn;:>xw ?6ei-ton. I saw them (aU together). 
AUX I see-TRANS PL 

13. ni? can 3Hast ?eei-ton. ffed them. 
AUX I feed~TRANS PL 

Subjects, then, receive priority, but the pluralizer may refer to 

the object if the subject is unavailable. 

The quantifier //m;:>J(w// all generally precedes the verb, although 

it may precede the element it modifies (e.g., NP or subject clitic). 

It seems preferentially to modify objects, all things being equal. 

14. ni? moJ(w ?u?-c'ewotal?xwas. He/she helped us all. 
AUX all help-TRANS-us-3SUBJ 

15. nem? ct ce? mJJ(w ?u?-~wotal;:>. 
AUX we PUT all help-TRANS-you-PL 
We are going to help all of you. 

But apparently it can modify either the subject or the object, given 

a plural subject clitic. 

16. ni? ct maJ(w 
AUX we all 

?u?-ioyxt teo s?[Xwa? 
eat-TRANS ART clam 

We ate aU the clams. / We aU ate the clams. 

The construction may be more complex than the examples above 

would lead one to believe. When the quantifier modifies a transitive 



third person subject the subject suffix is deleted. 

17. ni? ?8 maUw ~ayXt teo s?&Xwa? 
AUX Q all eat-TRANS ART clam 
Did they all eat clams? 

This is a property of subject-bound relative clauses, as discussed 

below. It need not follow that (17) contains a relative clause 

however, since this may be a general property of subject binding 

which is applicable both to relative clauses and to quantifiers. 5 

For the present //moUw// yields no conclusions about the subject/ 

object distinction, but the ambiguity of (16) seems typical of the 

interplay between subject and object interpretations in Cwo 

For one last simple syntactic context, let us consider the 

role of deictic articles in overriding the object interpretation 

of noun phrases. Whil e thi sis not a test frame, it is again indic-

ative of the interplay between subject and object interpretations 

which one might expect if NP are appositional and derive their inter

pretations from the context. 

While a single direct NP normally has an obj ect interpretation 

unless the object role is taken, an NP with an article 

containing the predicative cleictic //ni~// be he/she/it receives a 

subject interpretation. Compare the following sentence pairs. 

18a. 

b. 

ni? qaytos kw8G 
AUX kill-TRANS ART 

3SUBJ 

sw5y?qe? . 
man 

He/she killed the man. 

ni? qaytos teu?ni~ 
AUX ki11-TRfu~S that-one 

3SUBJ 

1 

sw6y?qe? The man killed him/her. 
man 



19a. ni? q'w5IdtGskwE:)G 
AUX barbecue-TRANS ART 

sceH,tan. 
salmon 

b. 

3SUBJ 

He/she barbecued the salmon. 

ni? q'w5latGs E:)u?nii s~eni? 
AUX barbecue-TRANS that:one woman 

3SUBJ 

The woman barbecued it. 

These articles have primarily a discourse function of signalling 

(perhaps highlighting) old information. That is, the participant 

has been introduced earlier in the discourse context. That they 

should also function to signal a subject interpretation fits well 

with an appositional,referential approach to SID ~~ roles, partic

ularly if subjects are referentially more prominent in discourse, 

as I suggest elsewhere (Hukari, 1979), since then the subject inter

pretation can be viewed as a by-product of the discour'se prominence 

assigned to these articles. 

The three constructions discussed above are, I think, indicative 

of the interplay between subject and objects interpretations in Cw. 

As these are the two pivotal roles, modifiers (such as II?ee~tGnll) 

and NP may be bound to either, but under most conditions the con

text will dictate the appropriate interpretation. 

3.2 Relative clauses 

Keenan and Comrie (1977 and 1979) have noted that languages may 

employ distinct relative clause forming strategies for different 

grarranatical relations, the basic strategy being used for relative 

clause subjects but perhaps extending to objects, indirect objects 

and so on down a hierarchy of grammatical relations.6 As I have noted 



elsewhere (Ifukari, 1977), Cw possesses more than one relative clause 

forming strategy: direct relations are unmarked in relative clauses, 

while other relations (i.e., obliques) require nominalization. This 

again points to the pivotal status of Cw subjects and objects, but 

offers no criteria for distinguishing between subject and object noun 

phrases. 

Let us say a grammatical role in a relative clause is bound 

when that role is understood to be the referent of the noun phrase 

containing the relative clause? For example, the subject of the 

relative clause in (20) is bound, as is the object in (21). 

20. Felix saw the person who took Alice's crayons. 

21. Felix saw the crayons (which) Frederick took. 

In Cw, both subject and object binding are unmarked in relative 

clauses, however the omission of the transitive third person verb 

suffix signals transitive subject binding, removing potential ambi

. 8 gUl.ty. 

22a. ni? ?G C ?u?-stat8l?st;)xw i8 sH~ni? ni? ?exwe?t 

b. 

23a. 

b. 

AUX Q you know-TRANS ART woman· AUX give-TRANS 

sceeit;:m. 
ART my father PREP ART salmon 

Do you know the woman who gave my father the salmon? [SUBJECT] 

ni? ?exwe?tas kw88 
AUX give-TRfu~S ART 

3SUBJ 

n8 men ?8 kW80 
my father PREP ART 

sceeit8n. 
salmon 

ni? ct iOyXt kw88 sm5yo8 
deer 

ni? I(w ic'8t -8X W • 

AUX we eat -TRANS ART ADX butcher-tRANS-you 

We ate the deer which you butchered. [OBJECT] 

ni? ?o C I(wic'at kw8;) 
AUX Q you butcher-TRANS ART 

Did you butcher the deer? 

sm5y;)8. 
deer 



Transitive subject and object bound relative clauses actually do 

differ formally, but since third person objects are never marked in 

Cw, the absence of a subject marker in subject binding leads to no 

particular conclusions. Barring evidence to the contrary, we could 

claim, for example, that the bound person marker is deleted, vacuous-

ly if it is an object. In section 3.3 below a construction which 

may contain a relative clause suggests that first and second person 

object suffixes are not deleted when they are bound. If so, then 

distinct strategies are used for subjects and objects. I return to 

this below. 

Bound oblique relations require nominalization of the relative 

clause verb. When the oblique object relation is bound, the verb 

of the relative clause is preceded by an //s-// nominalizing prefix 

(and the subject is a possessive). 

24a. 

b. 

ni? ct CGy?xwt kw8G 
AUX we dry-TRANS ART 

e 
scee~tGn ni? Bn?-s-?exw~?tal?xw. 
salmon ~AUX"~-y-o-u-r--~Nd~N~l--g~i~v-e---T~RAN~S'-us 

We dried the salmon which you gave us. [OBLIQUE OBJECT] 

ni? ?~ C ?exwe?tal?xw ?B kWS0 
AUX Q you give-TRANS-us PREP ART 

Did you give us the salmon? 

scee~t~:m. 
salmon 

r have suggested elsewhere (Hukari, 1977) that nominalizing the pred-

icate allows a semantic oblique object to stand in a subject relation 

and that the function of nominalization in relative clauses is to 

create relativizable roles, that is, subjects. While this observa-

tion seemed essentially correct at the time, I had reservations due 

to the difficulty in eliciting such nominalizatiol1s in independent 

clauses. Subsequent field work supports this analysis. As it turns 



out, such sentences are limited in their discourse functions but they 

9 are grammatical, as illustrated by the following examples. 

25a. 

b. 

26a. 

b. 

ni? n8-s-qw5lom to?i 
AUX my-NOM-barbecue this 

INTR 

sceeit~:m. 
salmon 

This salmon is what I barbecued. 

ni? con 
AUX I 

, ~l ? e qWo om 0 t 0 

barbecue PREP ART 
INTR 

I barbecued the salmon. 

sceeiton. 
salmon 

ni? ce? n8-s-xias8am8 
AUX FUT my-NOM-feed

TRANS-you 

sceeit8n. 
salmon 

This salmon is what I will feed you. 

ni? ccm 
AUX I 

ce? xias8am8 ?o 
FUT feed-TRANS PREP 

you 

I wiU feed you this salmon. 

sceeiton. 
salmon 

The first sentence in each pair contains a nominalized predicate 

while the second has a corresponding simple predicate. Note the 

systematic relationship between the subjects of nominalized predi-

cates and the oblique objects of the corresponding simple predicates, 

bearing out the hypothesis tImt nominalization 'promotes' oblique 

objects to subjects, which are available for binding in relative 

clauses. Similar observations can be made about other oblique re-

lations, such as the instrumental in the following example, where 

the instrumental nominal prefix I/sxw-II is analogous to lis-II above. 

27a. ni? n8-s-pasa?qw ton?a 
AUX my-INSTR-hit this 

head \< ~xw_ 

sbmeb. 
bottle 

This bottle is what I got hit on the head with. 



27b. ni? c8n pasa?qw ?8 tGn?a sl8mel8. 
AUX I hit-head PREP this bottle 

I got hit on the head with this bottle. 

It seems reasonable to conclude that only direct roles are available 

for binding in relative clauseS. This again underscores the pivotal 

status of direct roles. 

3.3 Interrogatives and cleft constructions 

Variant word order, as in interrogatives, is a potential area 

of syntactic differentiation among grammatical roles. In Cw however, 

predication rather than simple permutation is the primary device in 

forming questions (and cleft sentences), where the questioned or 

emphasized NP is expressed as a predicate and the remainder of the 

sentence is a relative clause. Despite superficial appearances, no 

movement rules are involved and the constructions simply reconfirm 

the facts discussed above in section 3.2. 

The interrogative pronouns //l:wet// who and //stem// what func-

tion as predicates and may therefore take subjects. The subject of 

an interrogative predicate may be as elementary as the deictic art-

icles //ta?i// this or //t8ey?// that. 

28. stem t8?i. What is this? 
what this 

29. l:\vet t 8ey? Who is that? 
who that 

A participant in a clause is questioned by predicating on a appro-

priately bound relative clause, the distribution of relative clause 

types following the patterns discussed in section 3.2. 

30a. l:wet 
who 

t 8G ni? ~wicGt t 8 J sm5YG8. Who butcheped the deep? 
ART AUX butcher- ART deer 

I;).. 



b. ni? J(wic'otos teG sw5y?qe? tOo sm5yaS. 
AUX butcher-TRANS ART man ART deer 

3SUBJ 

The man butchered the deer. 

3la. !wet J(wo ni? ?fun.)stos ,.. ?<) i-<) telG, 
who ART AUX give-TRANS- PREP ART money 

3SUBJ 

Who did he/she give the money to? [OBJECT] 

b. ni? ?funGstGS i-G si-eni? ?d i-<) telG, 
AUX give-TRANS- ART woman PREP ART money 

3SUBJ 

He/she gave the woman the money. 
10 

32a. stem kwSo ni? Gn?-s-?exwe?SamGt. 
what ART AUX your-NOM-give-TRANS-you-SUB.PASS 

What did he give you?/What were you given? [OBLIQUE OBJECT] 

b. ni? ?exwd?Saam?,) ted sceei-tGn. 
AUX give-TRANS- PREP ART salmon 

you-PASS 

He gave you a saZmon. /You were given a saZmon. 

The formal identity of the subordinate clauses in these examples 

with relative clauses is of course immediately apparent. Note how-

ever that an article precedes the relative clauses here. A more 

accurate description of the construction is that the subject of the 

interrogative predicate is a NP consisting of an article and a rel

ative clause, as in the following diagram. 

[Interrogative] 
PRED 

[ART Relative Clause] 
NP 

Such headless relative clauses are common in Cw and freely occur as 

noun phrases, as evidenced in the following example. 

33. ni? c<)n 
AUX I 

l5mnoxw 
see-TRANS 

kwS8 ni? J(wicat t e8 smey88. 
ART AUX butcher ART deer 

TRANS 

I saw the one who butchered the deer. 



Clearly both the interrogative predicate and the subject ~T in the 

diagram above are elements which occur independently of each other 

and should follow from any descriptively adequate grammar without 

further elaborations. That is"there is no apparent necessity for 

a fronting rule. 

Similarly, a cleft-like construction in Cw is formed by pred

icating the emphasized participant on the remainder of the sentence, 

the latter being again a headless relative clause. 

34a. ni? ~wi~otos "teo swoy?qe? teo sceeitGn ?o teo sapton. 
AUX butcher - ART man ART salmon PREP ART knife 

The man butchered the salmon with a knife. 

h. sw5y?qe? teG ni? ~i~Gt teo sceeiton ?o teo sopt0n. 

It was a man that butchered the salmon with a knife. [SUBJECT] 

c. sceM,ton teG ni? ~wi~otGS teo swoy?qe? ?o teo 'SoptQn. 

It was a salmon that the man butchered with the knife. [OBJECT] 

d. sopton teo ni? 'S-~wi~ots teo sw5y?qe? teo sceeiton. 

It was a knife that the man butchered the salmon with. 

. [INSTRUMENT] 

Due to the greater possibilities in discourse situations, a 

wider range of articles is likely to appear in such cleft sentences 

than in interrogatives, drawing from the following set of articles. 

basic 

remote 

hypothetical/ ~w 
deceased 

marked (feminine, diminutive) 

That these construcions employ articles, not some homophonous forms, 

is shown by the following sentences where the sex of the referent 

I~ 



determines the appropriate article. 

35. sw5y?qe? 
man 

tea ni? ~wicot tea scee~ton ?o tOo s8pten. 
ART AUX butcher- ART salmon PREP ART knife 

TRANS 

It was a man that butchered the saZmon with the knife. 

36. qe?mi? 80 ni? ~wicot tea scee~ton ?o tOo s8pton. 
young- ART 
woman 

It was a young woman that butchered the saZmon with a knife. 

Similarly the following interrogatives contrast in their presuppo

sitions as to the sex of the referent. 

37. ~wet tOG ni? ~wicet tOo 
who ART AU)( butcher ART 

TRANS 

Who butchered the deer? 

sm5ya8. 
deer 

38. ~wet ee ni ? ~wicat tOo sm5yo8. 
ART 

Who butchered the deer? [FEMININE REFERENT} 

That is, in uttering the second question, the speaker is taking on 

the presuppostion that the referent is female, while no such pre

suppositon holds for the use of the unmarked article in (37). 

It appears then that interrogatives and cleft sentences are 

essentially the same syntactic construction, composed of a predicate 

interrogative pronoun or a noun, followed by a NP which is composed 

of an article and a headless relative clause. Since it is the inter-

nal structure of the relative clause that signals the understood 

. grannnatical role of the questioned or emphasized element (the pred

icate), these constructions shed no further light on thesubject/ob-

ject distinction in Cwo 

3.4 Predicate pronouns 



Predicate pronoun constructions, like interrogatives and clefts, 

appear on first examination to involve permutation, with special 

clause-initial pronouns instead of the usual first or second person 

markers. 

39. n8w8 ?e ce? x wt'88xwwils. 
be-you Q FUT wash-dishes 

Is it you that is going to wash dishes? 

40. ce? 
PUT 

kw5l8st 
shoot
TRANS 

sm5Y88. 
deer 

It is me that will shoot the deer. 

Unlike clefts and interrogatives, no article appears after the c1ause-

initial pronoun, making it less obvious this construction is composed 

of a predicate and a subordinate clause. 

Placing the whole construction in a subordinate context reveals 

that the pronouns must be predicates rather than subject markers in 

the examples above, since the third person subordinate subject c1itic 

//-8s/1 (3SUB) then appears on the pronouns--which is compatible 

with the hypothesis that the pronouns are predicates, but not subjects. 

41. ?5W8 
not 

?e n5wG-es ?i xw t'88x"'wils. 
Q be-you-3SUB AUX wash-dishes 

Isn't it you that washed dishes? 

42, ?5W8 
NOT 

?€m?88-es 
be-I-3SUB 

?i kO'o18st 
AUX shoot

TRANS 

It wasn't me that shot the deer. 

sm5Y88. 
deer 

Negation, as in (41) and (42), is a subordinate context. If the sub-

ject is first or second person, it is marked both by a main clause 

clitic and a subordinate clause c1itic, as in (43). 



43. con ?i-on? k'w5soq;)t t 8,) 
-I - AuxT be-counting ART 

container 

I am not counting the sacks. 

lisek. 
sack 

If the subj ect is third person "the subordinate clause third person 

clitic appears on the first word after the negative. 

44. ?6W8 
not 

?i-os k'w6soqotos t 80 

AUX-3SUB be-counting ART 
container 

He/she isn't counting the sacks. 

lisek. 
sack 

Clearly (41) and (42) pattern as if the pronouns are predicates, not 

subjects, which accounts for the third person marking. 

Evidence for the subordinate clause status of the remainder of 

the construction emerges when the pronominal predicate is interpreted 

as the object and the subject is first or second person, since the 

subordinate subject fonns then appear. 

45. ?e ?i c6s88am?s-oxw 

Q AUX be-telling~ 
TRANS-me-you 

?u?-xw t'88xwwils-on? . 
wash-dishes-I 

Is it me that you are asking to wash the dishes? 

Not only is this a subordinate clause subject marker, but its appear-

ance on the verb rather than the clause-initial auxiliary //?i// 

identifies the construction as a relative clause, since in all other 

subordinate contexts these clitics follow the first word of the clause 

(as do main clause subject clitics). 

Sentence (45) brings evidence to bear on relative clause forming 

strategies (assuming the subordinate clause is, in fact, a relative 

clause). In section 3.2 I noted that when the relative clause (trans-

itive) subject is bound it is deleted and I speculated that deletion 

11 



(or some formal equivalent) might be the general strategy, applying 

vacuously except for the one case when rul overt marker would other-

wise appear, the transitive subject marker. In sentence (45) the 

first person object form has no~been deleted, although it is inter

preted as being bound to the predicative pronoun. It appears then 

that Ow has a distinct relative clause forming strategy for objects--

that the object form remains. 

The retention of the bound object marker holds for both active 

and passive verbs, which can be taken as evidence that passive pat-

. b 11 1ents are 0 jects. 

46. 

47. 

?en?S8 ?i 
be-I AUX 

?amosSfum?S8S ?o ~8 te18. 
give-TRANS PREP ART money 
me-3SUBJ 

It was me that he gave the money to. 

?i ?am8sSel~m ?8 ~o tela. 
AUX give-TRANS PREP ART money 

me-PASS 
It was me that was given the money. 

l~en the subject is bound, as in (39) and(40) above, no marker ap-

pears in the relative clause, so clearly passive patients follow the 

object strategy, a point to which I return in section 4. 

The predicat pronoun construction seems to offer the best evi-

dence of a subject/object distinction. But this evidence does not 

constitute counterevidence to an appositional NP analysis, since the 

construction in question involves anaphoric binding rather than a 

movement rule. That is, it was not necessary to postulate a move-

ment rule which appeals to a formal distinction between subject and 

object noun phrases. Even here, then, the facts are compatible vith 

I~ 



the claim that noun phrases are appositional in Cw and receive their 

S/O interpretation through binding to person markers. 

4. Passives 

As the prototypical major movement rule in transformational 

grammar, the passive would seemingly offer fruitful ground for dif

ferentiating among NP roles. The Cw passive however points to the 

indeterminancy of the subject/object distinction (or. at least, the 

difficulty in finding suitable test frames in Cw). While a compel

ling argument either for or against object-to-subject advancement 

in Cw does not follow from the facts available, the evidence below 

leads me to suggest that object-to-subject advancement generally 

does not occur in Cw passives. 

At issue here is more than the search for syntactic test frames 

which differentiate subjects and objects. If, as I suggest, passive 

patients are objects in Cw this may bear on a universal definition 

of the passive. A number of relational grammarians, including Perl

mutter and Postal (1978), have claimed that object-to-subject advance

ment is an essential property of passives and triggers the removal 

of the transitive subject (to chomeur status). This position is by 

no means universal (cf, Comrie, 1977) and apparently Perlmutter and 

Postal no longer rule out the spontaneous removal of elements to 

chomeur status (cf, Perlmutter, 1979). If Ow passive patients are 

syntactic objects then object-to-subject advancement is not a part 

of a universal characterization of the passive--or the Cw construction 

is not a passive. 

We might of course wish to exclude the Cw construction from a 



universal characterization of the passive a priori on the grounds 

that passive patients must be subjects (assuming they are not in 

Cw). It is not clear to me that this is an assailable position, 

since it is definitional, but a comparison with other Central Coast 

Salishan passives which do exhibit object-to-subject advancement may 

reveal family resemblences. 1\'10 points will (or may) then emerge 

from the following discussion: that the Cw passive may not involve 

object-to-subject advancement and that, despite this, the Cw con-

struction shares a sufficient number of characteristics with its 

neighbors (and presumably with passives in general) to seriously con-

sider it a passive construction. 

Cwpassives are marked by an II~/I suffix (II-tIl in certain 

subordinate constructions) which appears on the transitive verb stem 

after any object suffix Csee the appendix). The agent, if expressed, 

is a prepositional phrase while the patient is a verb object suffix 

(first or second person) or a direct NP, as exemplified below, leav-

ing first and second person forms aside for the moment. 

48a. ni? qwalatas kW8a 
AUX barbecue- ART 

TRA.~S-3SUBJ 

sceei-tan. 
salmon 

He/she barbecued the salmon. [ACTIVE] 

b. ni? qWGlotom ?G i-G si-eni? kw8a 
AUX barbecue- PREP ART woman ART 

sceei-t:~m . 
salmon 

The salmon was barbecued by the woman.' [PASSIVEI 

The passive agent may either precede or follow the patient ~~. 

In using the II-mIl suffix to signal the passive, Cw shares a 

trait with its Central Coast Salishan neighbors. That is, in Cw and 
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in neighboring languages II-mil on rul overtly transitive stem signals 

the passive, a construction in which the agent (when it is expressed) 

is a chomeur rather than a subject (see below). Further, Cw shares 

wi1 Squamish the constraint that~ the passive is obligatory given a 

second person patient and a third person agent (Kuipers, 1969)--and 

Squamish is a language in which passive patients are subj ects. These 

facts go beyond fortuitous coincidence, suggesting that there is a 

general passive construction shared among a set of fairly closely 

related languages, but perhaps with individual differences among the 

language (such as the status of the patient). 

Cw differs from many of its neighbors in maintaining an object 

inflection on passive verbs. Consider the following set of sentences. 

49. ni? qwaqwG6e1GID. I was clubbed. 
AUX club-TRANS-me-PASS 

50. ni? C q~aqw8Sam?s. You clubbed me. 
AUX you c1ub-TRANS-me-PASS 

51. ?lin6s CGn. 

walk I 
I walk. 

Unlike the English passive, Cw passives do not pattern quite like 

intransitive verbs. That is, a first or second person passive pat-

ient is not signalled by the element which signals intransitive (or 

active transitive) subjects. Rather, the patient is a·verb suffix 

which closely resembles active objects (see the appendix). 

This object inflection is a characteristic shared by Sliammon 

(Davis, 1980) and Seche1t (Beaumont, 1977). Consider the following 

Sliammon examples (Davis). 

J-\ 



52. 

53. 

54. 

... , . 
sep-t-s1-am. 
c1ub-~~S-you-PASS 

s5p-t-si ~. 
c1ub-TRANS-you I 

?imas 
walk 

cxw. 
you 

You are clubbed. 

I club you, 

, You walk. 

As in Cw (and more transparently so), the object inflection is main-

tained in the passive, making passives appear less like intransitive 

constructions than in English or in the majority of Central Coast 

Sa1ishan languages. 

In Lushootseed, Squamish(Kuipers, 1969), C1e11am (Thompson and 

Thompson, 1971) and probably in Twana (Drachman , 1969) passive pat-

ients are subjects and hence passive verbs appear to be intransitives. 

Compare the following Lushootseed sentences to the Cw and Sliarnmon 
12 examples above .. 

55. <:?fucwa-t-ab C8Xw. You are cZubbed. 
club-TAA~S-PASS 'jou.. 

56. C"'axwa-t-sid cad. I cZub you. 
c1ub-TRANS-you I 

57. ?ibas caxw You walk. 
walk 

The passive (55) more closely resembles an intransitive (57) than 

it does a corresponding active such as (56), since the patient is 

the subject and the verb contains no person marker. 

Given that Cw passive patients are marked by object morphology, 

it need not follow that they necessarily pattern as syntactic objects. 

Davis, in fact, concludes that Sliarnmon passive patients are syntac

tic subjects despite the object morphology. His conclusions are 



based on certain syntactic conditions on anaphora which will be dis-

cussed below. Since this logical possibility appears to be realized 

in a closely related language, it seems reasonable to consider a 

range of syntactic constructions in Cw which exhibit anaphoric con-

ditions in order to determine whether passive patients behave as 

syntactic subjects or objects. 

The syntactic status of passive patients in Cw is not as easily 

determined as that of agents. The preposition preceding the passive 

agent (e.r., sentence C48b) above) indicates it is not a direct ~T 

let alone a syntactic subject. This is born out by relative clauses, 

.since passive agents are not available for relative binding. Patients 

on the other hand are available for relative binding, as shown in 

the following example. 

58. lcm;)t teo scecl-ton ?" 1 J("ik'''oc'ot8m? . 
look- ART salmon AUX be-butchering-TRANS-PASS 
TRANS 
Look at the salmon that is being butchered. 

While this is compatible with object-to-subject advancement, it also 

fits the contrary hypothesis that passive patients are syntactic 

objects. Since passives do not have the transitive third person 

subject marker, the relative clause shows no evidence of subject 

deletion, wInch is compatible with the assumption that the patient 

is a subject. By the same token, if the patient is an object we 

would also expect to see no special marking or deletion, as in the 

corresponding active relative clause. 

59. lemot teo 
look ART 
TRANS 

scc-cHon 
salmon 

ni? J(wik'woc'otos. 
AUX be-butchering-TRANS-3SUBJ 



Look at the saZmon he is butchering. 

All we can conclude from this is that passive NP patients are direct 

noun phrases and pivotal. 

The predicative pronominal~onstructions discussed in section 

3.4 above may offer evidence against object-to-subject promotion. 

Consider again sentences (39), (46) and (47). 

39. 

46. 

47. 

n6w0 
be-you 

?fm?88 
be-I 

?e ce? xwt~8xwwils. Is it you that is go~ng to wash 
Q FUr wash-dishes dishes? 

?i ?am8s8fum?S0S 
AUX give-TRANS

me-3SUBJ 

?G 1-8 tel;;,. 
PREP ART money 

It is me that he gave the money to. 

?i ?am8s8elGm?0 1-8 tel8. 
AUX give-~~S PREP ART money 

me-PASS 

It is me that was given the money. 

Both active and passive patients show a verb person suffix agreeing 

with the predicative pronoun, as opposed to a bound subject in (39), 

which is missing from the relative clause. This parallelism is even 

more significant, as I noted above, if we take the clause following 

the predicative pronoun to be a relative, since this shows that bound 

objects of relative clauses follow a different strategy from botmd 

subjects--one common to both active and passive objects. 

A construction in Sliammon taken by John Davis (1980) to be 

ascension copying (an agreement phenomenon analogous to object-to-

subject raising) occurs also in Cw. There is alITeement between the 
,~ 

object of the matrix verb and an element of the subordinate clause. 

In Sliammon, Davis reports that the subordinate clause element must 



be either a subject or a passive patient, not an object, which suggests 
54.1.!;.1 ~c:t., . 

that Sliammon passive patients are syntactic Gbjects. In Ow, however, 

the situation differs, as illustrated by the following examples. 

48. ?i con xec8a ?mo 
AUX I be-liguring 

TRANS-you 

?u?-o.i ?-~xw 
AUX-you 

ce? ?u?-2ew08am?s. 
FUT help-TRANS-me 

I am wondering if you are going to help me. 

50. NOT: *?i C8n 
AUX I 

xec8a?m8 ?u?-ni?-os 
be-figuring AUX-3SUB 
TRANS-you 

ce? 
FUT 

?u? -2ew~eaam. 
hel p -TRfu"JS 
you-PASS 

FOR: I am wondering if they will help you./You will be helped. 

51. ?i con xect 
AUX I be-figuring 

TRANS 

?u?-ni ?-os ce? 
AUX -3 SUB FUT 

?u? -2ew88aam. 
help-TRANS-you-PASS 

I am trying to figure out if they will help you. 

It would appear that identity must hold between the matrix object 

and only the subject of the subordinate clause; the passive patient 

in (50) "'lil1 not do. However it is not clear that the S/O distinct-

ion is relevant here, since in (51) it could be the understood pass

ive agent that is coreferential with the matrix object. This is 

supported by the following example, where the plural marker must 

refer to a human entity, the matrix object in this case (since the 

subject is singular), indicating that thematrix verb has a referring 

human object which is seemingly coreferential with the passive agent 

of the subordinate clause. 

52. ?i con xect ?eei-ton ?u?-ni ?-os ce? ?u? -Cewo8aam. 
AUX I be- PL AUX -3SUB FUT help-TRANS-

figuring- you-PASS 
TRAT\JS 

Iam trying to figure out if they will help you. 

This is somewhat perplexing since generally passive agents are not 



available for anaphora (Hukari, 1979). As it turns out, anaphora 

need not hold with the subject of the subordinate clause so long as 

the bound participant is identifiable as the agent of the event. 

Given our discussion of interrogatives in section 3.3 above, it seems 

clear that the first person element is not the subject of the clause 

immediately subordinate to the matrix sentence in the following ex-

amp1es, despite the fact that it refers to the agent of the event. 

53. 

54. 

?i xec8e?lQm? 
AUX be-figuring

TRANS-me-PASS 

?u?-i-wet-Gs 
who-3SUB 

~w c'ewvt-8n? 
ART he1p-TRANS-I 

They are trying to figure out who I am going to help. 

?i xec8e?18m? 
AUX be-figuring

TRANS-me-PASS 

?u?-stem-Qs 
what-3SUB 

ni? qayt-Qn? 
AUX ki11-TRANs-I 

They are trying to figure out what I killed. 

For the verb in question, then, agency rather than subj ecthood seems 

to be the operating parameter. 1~i1e this condition is probably 

lexical, I have found no verbs which exclude coreferentiality with 

a subordinate object while accepting coreferentiality with a subord-

inate subject or passive patient. 

It does not appear that passive patients advance to subjects 

in Cw, given the data examined here. The evidence is hardly over-

whelming, so we cannot disallow the possibility that crucial support 

for advancement will be forthcoming. However the fact that passive 

patients follow the object strategy in relative clauses is positive 

.. evidence that they are syntactic obj ects. 

Despite my conclusion that Cw passive patients are syntactic 

objects, it appears that something akin to raising may occur in 



special contexts. A passive main clause may be doubly marked for 

the patient, h..'lving both a verb suffix and a subj ect cli tic, although 

such sentences are rare and apparently only marginally acceptable. 

55. nero? 
go 

(con) 
I 

CO l8mstCl8m~?;;) k"Eb 
QUOT see-CAUS- PREP ART 

I am going to be shown the horse. 

stoqiw. 
horse 

The quotative enclitic //C8// increases the acceptability of the 

subject clitic, for reasons which are not altogether clear. 

The subordinate passive //-t// will optionally cooccur with a possessive 

corresponding to the patient in nominalizations. 

56a. ?5W8 kws (s-)18mneelt. 13 

b. 

not ART NOM-see-TRANS-me-SUB.PASS 

They never get to see me. 

?5wo 
not 

Ditto. 

I(w() n8-s-lomneClt. 
ART my-NOM-see-TRA\JS-me-SUB,PASS 

The possessive, of course, would normally signal a subject of a 

nominalized clause. Note that with //-t// passives there is no third 

person subject (or possessive) marking, so the subject/possessive role 

is available. This double marking never occurs with subordinate //-m// 

passives 

57a. ni? con ?u?-y;;)le?lom?o8a?m8 I(w an?-s-?i 
AUX I be-looking-TRM~S ART your-NOM 

you AUX 

I saw you get cZubbed. 

b. nP cm?u?-Y8le?18m?a8a?mG kw(s)os 
AUX I be-looking-TRA.,1\JS ART-NOM-AUX 

3POSS 

Ditto. 

;2.7 

wai- c{waq w88aam. 
then club-TRANS

you-PASS 



, 
c. NOT: :~ni? con on?-s-?i 

your-NOM 
AUX 

d\.O.... 
wol- q'w~iq "oGe±6m. 

FOR: I saw you get hi-f;, 

then club-TRANS
you-PASS 

Possibly the third person posse§sive, corresponding to the subject, 

in nominalized II-mil passive clauses blocks advancement. 

These two cases of subject (or possessive) marking for passive 

patient involve double marking, since the object inflection remains 

on the verb. If this were the general pattern in Cw, one might make 

a case for object-to-subject advancement, where the 'history' of the 

patient remains in the form of an object suffix. Possibly that is 

the direction Cw would have taken, left to its own devices. The fact 

is, however, these doubly marked constructions are rare and can hardly 

be taken as evidence when considering the predominant pattern. 

5. Conclusions 

I have noted a major distinction in Cw between direct and obli-

que NP and proposed that direct NP are appositional to subject and 

object markers, whence they derive their subjectlobject interpretation. 

It follows that there is no hierarchical or other formal distinction 

between subj ect and obj ect NP. It remains to be seen whether this 

hypothesis is empirically testable. 

Despite the pausity of syntactic test frames for the subjectl 

object distinction, facts such as the relative clause formation stategy 

(section 3.4) evidenced in predicate pronoun constructions suggest 

that passive patients generally are objects, not subjects, in Cwo 



Appendix 

Active Object Inflections 

I I-til transitive II-nexwll limited /1 -staxwi I causative 
control 
, 

Is lema8am?'S look at me 1 anmam ?'S see me lamstam?'S sho1.V me 

2s lemo8ama lanmamo lomstamo 

Ipl lematal ?xw lonmal ?xw lomstal?xw 

2pl lemotah) 1 onmal 0 lomstala 

3 lemot 15nmvxw 15mstaxw 

Passives 

Is lemo8~nom lanmeIam lomsteIam 

2s lema8aam lonmaam lomstaam 

Ipl lemotah)m lanmalam lamstalom 

2pl 1 emotal om lanmalom lomstalom 

3 H~matom 15nmom lemstom 

Subordinate Passives 

Is lema8eIt lonmelt lomsteIt 

2s lemo8amot lonmamat lomstamat 

Ipl lemotalt lonmalt lomstalt 

2pl lemotalt lanmalt lamstalt 

3 lematewot lanmewot lomstewat 



Feetnetes 

1 My sincere thanks go. to. Mrs. Ruby Peter ef Duncan, B.C., who. is 
a fluent speaker ef Cewichan and has been my primary censul tant 
fer this paper. All ferms cited here are Cewichan unless ether
wise specified, a1theugh mest examples weu1d be acceptable threugh
eut Vanceuver Island Ha1kemelem. 

This werk was supperted in part by a grant frem the Secial 
Sciences and I~anities Research Ceuncil ef Canada. 

2 Fer a discussien ef eb1ique ebjects see Hukari (1979a). I use 
the term eb1ique rather 1eese1y here. In additien to. eb1ique 
ebjects, varieus adverb-like phrases are eb1ique in that they 
are intreduced by a prepesitien. 

3 l1hile a ferma1 treatment ef binding is beyend the scepe ef this 
paper, a highly inferma1 censideratien ef a few examples may 
lend substance to' the prepesal. Suppese direct NP must be beund 
to. third persen elements (and assume further that unmarked trans
itive ebjects are third persen, 0 ). 

a. *ni? con c'e'va8~1l0 80 sieni? . 

b. ni? can cewot-0 8a sieni? . 

c. ni? Cew88am?s8s 80 sieni? 

In (a) beth persen elements are filled by nen-third persen ferms, 
hence the direct T\1p cannet be beund and the sentence is ill-fermed. 
In (b), the subject is filled by a nen-third persen ferm, but the 
object is epen, therefere the direct NP must be beund to. it, 
which I indicate by cress-indexing. 

b'. nP can c'ewo t -0 . eo sieni? .. 
1 1 

In (c) the ebject is filled but the subject is epen, therefere 
the direct NP must be beundte the subject. 

c'. ni? Cewaeam ?so s . eo 
1 

sieni? . 
1 

Fer a treatment ef binding in English relative clauses and ether 
censtructiens see Brame (1978) 

4 / /?eeit~)Jl/ /, 1ike the subj ect cli tics, eperates instead ef a NP, 
net in cenjunctien with ene. 

5 Clearly quantifiers merit further investigatien. 

6 This is the ~T accessibility hierarchy, Keenan and Cemrie claim 
that a given relative clause strategy eperates ever a centinueus 
range ef this hierarchy: 
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SUbj ect :> Direct Obj ect '7 Indirect Obj ect> OBLique obj ect :;;> 

GENitive> Object of COMParison 

7 I anticipate that relative clause binding will be congruent with 
a general approach to binding, including the binding of NP and 
quantifiers to person markers. See also footnote 3. ,. 

8 Compare the following, which are disambiguated by the subject 
suffix. 
teo sw5y?qe? ni? q'aytos the man who he killed 

t e8 sw5y?qe? nP q'ayt the man who killed him 

Example (22b) translates as '~e/she gave my father the salmon." 

9 These sentences seem to require an immediate context and deixis, 
as suggested by the translations. That is, the speaker is iden
tifying something in the context of which the predicate is true. 

10 Note the possessive prefix //on?-//, agreeing with the passive 
patient here. See section 4 for comments on this phenomenon. 

11 Donna Gerdts' consultant rejects active object binding but accepts 
passive patients (Gerdts, 1979). My primary consultant, Mrs. Peter, 
has varying intuitions, but finds passive patients no better or 
worse than active objects. A fluent Cw speaker in his eighties 
accepts both. 

12 A text in Dracllman's dissertation (Drachman, 1969) contains one 
passive, where a second person patient is a subject clitic. 

13 This is a different negative pattern from the one discussed earlier. 
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